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Abstract This research is conducted for the purpose of determining the effect of mobbing perceptions of physical education and sports teachers on the organizational commitments within the province Ağrı and its counties. In the research, a method for descriptive survey and relational survey intended to find out the present state, was used. The group of the research was consisted of total 248 physical education and sports teachers working in the different schools located at the province Ağrı and its counties in 2017-2018 education period. Organizational commitment scale of 18 items developed by Meyer and Allen (1991) and adapted into Turkish by Baysal and Paksoy (1999), “Negative Acts Questionnaire” Scale (NAQ) developed by Einarsen and Raknes (1997) and adapted into Turkish by Cemaloğlu (2007) and personal information form developed by the researcher were used for the research data. It was utilized from the Spearman Correlation (r) coefficient technique for finding out the correlation between the negative acts questionnaire scale (mobbing) and organizational commitment dimensions of teachers who participated into the research. The effect between the dependent and independent variables of the research was tested by the regression analysis. At the end of the research, it was found that there is a high-level of positive relation between the general organizational commitments and organizational commitment sub-dimensions of the physical education and sports teachers. It was concluded that the mobbing perceptions affected the organizational commitment levels significantly. The negative acts affect the organization commitment negatively at low level and changes occurred in the commitment is explained at about 6% rate. It was seen that the negative acts had a negative effect on the organizational commitment and it was found that mobbing practice affected the teachers' commitment to their schools negatively.

1. Introduction

Many states and institutions in our age, in all areas of education level who can think on their own basis, process knowledge, individuals can make their own decisions emphasize the importance of training. In physical education, enabling people to socialize and cognitive is a set of activities that provide the sensory development. The physical education teacher; university of physical education teacher graduated from the section of teachers of primary and secondary schools physical education and sports training curriculum implements that could form the general cultural knowledge of general skills and teaching knowledge professions education are that person [1]. Physical education teachers are faced with many challenges when working in business life. Some of them are mobbing and organizational commitment. Physical education teachers in different ways in their school or institution is known that exposure to violence. Thus mobbing and discussed organizational affiliation subject.

An individual needs to work for maintaining his/her struggle for the life. It is seen that some problems have started to arise as a result of playing an active role in the business life. One of which is psychological pressure and violence that is mobbing. While the mobbing that is one of the problems which the individual encounter in the business life is known as a psychological pressure applied by superiors on the subordinates, it is not limited only with mobbing.

Latin "mobile vulgus" comes from the word "mobbing" word, unstable, overcrowded, carries meanings such as community oriented violence. In English "mob" action, to gather in one place, to attack is used to mean and disturbing. Concept of Mobbing, the first Austrian scientists in the 1960s, among them the man or animals by Konrad
Lorenz lot of harassment to describe the behavior of non-practicing against a foreigner was used to. In the following years, the Swedish scientist Dr. Peter Paul Heinmann by addressing bullying and harassment incidents seen among students in school life, mobbing in 1972 in Sweden: Group Violence among published by the Children's book and children between observed bullying and despair of the victims because of mobbing cannot be retrieved front of acts of violence and fear has emphasized able to turn to behind the suicide [2].

The mobbing is the continuous acts which are hostile people perform systematically and also leave the employee alone and vulnerable with non-ethnic behaviors. Such a condition that is too frequent and long-lasting leads the employee to suffer from psychological disorders and social pain [3].

Mobbing In fact, an individual's work life is systematically undergo psychological harassment and behavior of the source is not an event, focused on one person. The most obvious characteristics of mobbing;
- Making conscious,
- Systematically repeated,
- For a long time (at least six months) it continues to be,
- It aims to remove employees from work [4].

It was found in the research conducted that it is encountered with anxiety, depression, irritation, stress, anger, confusion and stress disorder, reduction in life satisfaction, unhappiness and many other psychological disorders in the persons being exposed to the mobbing [5]. Many factors are considered for experiencing all such negative situations occurred as a result of the mobbing in the organizations; these are colleagues in the working environment, workplace environment, working conditions, uncertainty of distribution of tasks, incapability of the executive, asocial individual and moral corruption in the organization [6]. Such negative situations in some studies are grouped as organizational reasons, social group-related reasons, personal reasons and reasons originating from tyrants [7].

Since such a situation, which becomes ever-increasing and frightening caused the individual who is pressurized to suffer from stress, disease and social problems, it decreases the productivity. This process leads workers to turn onto taking health reports, encounter accidents and live a life that is full of depressions [8]. The individual who experience various problems as a result of mobbing will decrease the productivity in the organization, move away from the organization by taking reports or break his/her all connections with the organization. In this context, problems of organization commitment will arise.

Organization commitment concept is an important phenomenon for the working individuals to adopt the inter-organization objectives, maintain the desire of staying in the organization, participate into organization's management and activities and demonstrate creative and innovative manner within the organization [9]. The organizational commitment expresses the strength of the tie which worker feels for the organization he/she works. For this reason, enabling the workers to be satisfied from the organization they work is seen as important as producing goods and/or services in terms of the organization [10]. Human has been always the leading among the necessary factors of the organization for a constant production. The existence of human is needed for an organization to exist and to be benefited from the existing technologies. Providing the continuity of people or workers, in general terms, to their organizations and works gains importance for continuing the activities in line with the objectives [11]. In the event that workers and executives whose organizational commitment is strong believe the values imposed by the organization, they contribute into the building up the organization's cultures. If the commitment of workers are truly for the organization and sincere, they are enabled to show a high performance in achieving the objectives of the organization [12]. Starting from this point of view, it was aimed in this study to search the organizational and work commitments of physical education and sports teachers once the problems and pressures they encountered in the schools are taken into account.

2. Method

Research Model

In the research, a method for descriptive survey and relational survey intended to find out the present state, was used. The descriptive survey models are the research approach, which aims to describe a past or still existing situation as is. The case, individual or object that is the subject of the research is tried to be described within its own conditions and as is. No effort for changing and affecting them in any way is made. The relational survey models are the research models intended to determine covariance existence and/or degree among two or more variables [13].

Population and Sampling

The population of the research was established as a result of interviews made with the Provincial Directorate of Ağrı National Education and it was found out that total 318 physical education teachers served in the province Ağrı and its counties in 2017-2018 education year. As it is, the population of the research was constituted by 318 physical education and sports teachers. It was reached to the province centre and all counties that is it was studied on the overall population, however, the sampling group was consisted of total 248 physical education and sports teachers due to teachers who were absent, on leave and did
not want to participate into the questionnaire study voluntarily. The number of teacher of the sampling group who replied the questionnaire is given in the following Table 1 by the province and counties.

Table 1. The number of teacher who replied the questionnaire by the province Ağrı and counties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City Center and Counties</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Percent %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ağrı Merkez</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doğubayazıt</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diyadin</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patnos</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleşkirt</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutak</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taşlıçay</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamur</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>248</td>
<td>100,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection Tools

Organizational commitment scale of 18 items developed by Meyer and Allen (1991) [14] and adapted into Turkish by Baysal and Paksoy (1999 [15], “Negative Acts Questionnaire” Scale (NAQ) developed by Einarsen and Raknes (1997) [16] and adapted into Turkish by Cemaloğlu (2007) [17] and personal information form developed by the researcher were used for measuring the organizational commitment, in the research.

Data Analysis

It was utilized from the Spearman Correlation (r) coefficient technique for finding out the correlation between the negative acts questionnaire scale (mobbing) and organizational commitment dimensions of teachers who participated into the research. The effect between the dependent and independent variables of the research was tested by the regression analysis. While assessing the correlation relationships between the scales, the result ranging between 1.00-0.70 was accepted as high-level relationship; 0.70.30 as moderate-level relationship; 0.30.00 as low-level relationship [18]. The results obtained for the analyses in the research were interpreted at the significance level of 0.01. SPSS 23.0 package program was used for the data obtained in the research.

3. Findings

When Table 1 was considered, the relationship between negative acts scale and organizational commitment sub-dimensions of participants was examined. At the end of this examination; a high-level positive relationship was found out between general organizational commitment and all organizational commitment's sub-dimensions. It was determined that there is a moderate-level positive relationship among emotional commitment and continuance commitment and normative commitment of organizational commitment sub-dimensions and a again moderate-level positive relationship between continuance commitment and normative commitment.

It was found that there is a low-level negative relationship among negative acts scale (mobbing) and general organizational commitment and organizational commitment sub-dimensions.

Table 2. Correlation Matrix, Average and Standard Deviation Values of Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Organizational Commitment</th>
<th>Emotional Commitment</th>
<th>Continuance Commitment</th>
<th>Normative Commitment</th>
<th>Negative Act Scale (Mobbing)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Organizational Commitment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Commitment</td>
<td>,785**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuance Commitment</td>
<td>,736”</td>
<td>,301”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative Commitment</td>
<td>,830**</td>
<td>,508”</td>
<td>,514”</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Acts Scale (Mobbing)</td>
<td>-0,278”</td>
<td>-0,267”</td>
<td>-0,135”</td>
<td>-0,237”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>3,48</td>
<td>3,60</td>
<td>3,46</td>
<td>3,37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When Table 3 was examined, it is possible to state that the regression model established as a result of the value found as p=.000 at the significance level p<001 for the regression model, is significant. R² value expresses that what percentage of the dependent variable is explained by the independent variables. It was found according to the significant value (p=000<0.001) that there is a negative relationship (β=-.239) between the negative acts (mobbing) and organizational commitment. Accordingly, we can say that negative acts (mobbing) affect the organizational commitment in the negative way.
Table 3. Results of Regression Analysis conducted for Determining the Effect between Negative Acts Scale (Mobbing) and Organizational Commitment (n=248)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Dependent Variable: Organizational Commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Acts Scale</td>
<td>,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mobbing)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P<001

4. Discussion, Conclusion and Suggestions

In the study conducted for the purpose of determining that to what extent organizational commitments of the physical education and sports teachers participated into the research change after the negative acts (mobbing) that is the relationship and effect between the mobbing perceptions and organizational commitment, the following results were obtained:

When these results obtained from the research findings were examined, a high-level positive relationship was found out between organizational commitment scale and sub-dimensions of physical education and sports teachers in Table 2. While a moderate-level positive relationship among emotional commitment and continuance commitment and normative commitment of organizational commitment sub-dimensions, a moderate-level positive relationship between continuance commitment and normative commitment. From these results, it is possible to say that once the emotional commitment properties of teachers (being close to the organization, identification of organization's objectives and being more motivated and willing in terms of contributing into the organization) increase, their continuance commitment (being committed to the organization or establishment, feeling himself/herself important within the organization, thinking that leaving is not correct since the employer or executive endeavored in the organization) and normative commitment properties (staying in the organization, devoting himself/herself to the organization, being faithful, making the working as a duty for himself/herself) will increase. When another result is examined, we can say that normative commitment properties of any teacher whose continuance commitment properties increased will also increase and on the contrary, while any one of them decreases, reduction will be seen in the other.

It was found that there is a low-level negative relationship between mobbing perceptions and organizational commitment scale sub-dimensions of the teachers who participated into the research. Accordingly, it was concluded that once there were negative acts (hostile, non-ethic acts and behaviors leaving the employee vulnerable and alone and showing continuous) and they continued, organizational commitments of the teachers also decreased. That is, we can say that existence of a negative relationship between mobbing and organizational commitment is the indicator of this.

Is more conflict in an organization's underlying conflicts mobbing can mean more spread. In organizations where it is a lot of organizational problems or a high level of uncertainty experienced emotional abuse can be very easy to apply until an employee. Such work environments can lead to various errors in the direction of individual work, in this case can be used to the detriment of individuals. The tension of the high level of the organization, said that support mobbing [17].

To be a lot of conflict in the organization will reduce the commitment to the organization, made this study revealed similar results with our study results.

When Table 3 of the research findings was examined, R value was found as 0,239 and corrected R² value was found as 0,057 at the end of regression analysis. Thus, according to the regression model, it was determined that independent variables explained about 6% of the changes occurred in the organizational commitment that is the dependent variable of the research. F value of the regression was found as 14,843 at a significance level of 1%. When significance levels of regression coefficients were examined in Table 2, it was seen that negative acts, that is mobbing, which is the dependent variable affected the organizational commitment that is the dependent variable of the research significantly.

The negative acts, that is mobbing, have a negative effect on the organizational commitment in compliance with the research model. Mobbing β coefficient was found as -.239. Accordingly, we can say that mobbing affects the organizational commitment in the negative way.

When the related literature was examined, it was seen that there are studies in which the relationship between mobbing and organizational commitment is searched. Of these studies, Hıçkorkmaz (2016) presented in his study named "Effect of Mobbing Perception on Organizational Commitment Level (Izmit Province Public Employees Sample)" conducted on public employees in Izmit province that mobbing and organizational commitment is searched. Of these studies, Ozler et al., (2008), they examined the relationship
between mobbing and organizational commitment and found that there was a negative significant relationship [22].

The studies conducted found that mobbing practice caused a decrease in job satisfaction and organizational commitments of employees and also, lead them to consider to leave of employment [23].

When the literature was examined in general terms, it is seen that there was a negative relationship between the organization commitment and mobbing. That is, it was concluded that organizational commitments of employees who were exposed to mobbing or negative acts also decrease. Results obtained in the literature research are in parallel with the research results and they are compatible with the research findings and results.

Suggestions to be given on the basis of research findings are as follows:

- Trainings related with mobbing may be given in institutions and organizations and organizational commitments of employees may be increased.
- Solidarity environments may be created with confidence, cooperation and sharing between the employees and employers in the organizations.
- Mobbing reasons are determined and training and psychological support may be given to employees.
- More importance may be given to the ideas of employees in the organizations and sense of belonging may be increased.
- Studies may be performed with different working groups.
- Mobbing and commitment levels of teachers may be searched over demographical variables and it may be contributed into the field.
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